
Carpet production according to your wishes and dimensions
We manufacture tailor-made carpets / carpet sets from the outdoor floor coverings ART-Deluxe, INFINITY and POLI-DECK Classic as well
as the indoor floor coverings MILANO, CARAT and ROMERA in individual shapes for yachts, boats, caravans, mobile homes and similar 
applications according to your specifications. A boat carpet is characterized by a special quality. These mainly include UV resistance, 
water resistance (also against salt water) and a high level of robustness. After all, the carpet should give you many years of pleasure. We
use your old carpet or a template made by you as a template. Information on creating templates can be found further down this page.

Individual productions cannot be ordered via the shop. Please contact us by phone or email. We would be happy to advise you on 
the selection.
You can reach us Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. - phone +49 (0) 33055 - 2 29 81. 

Examples of individual carpet production

In order to be able to provide you with an offer, we need the following information:

• Place the individual old coverings in the way they actually lie 
against each other.

• Take a picture of this as a whole.
• Now please enter the width and length dimensions of the 

individual parts. If the new flooring is to have a rod deck look, 
please also draw in the direction of the stripes and mark the 
bow and stern in each case.

• Indicate whether, or how many, snap fasteners should be 
incorporated - the number of pieces is sufficient for the time 
being. We charge € 6.00 per integrated push button (lower 
part is supplied loose for assembly in the boat).
We are happy to deliver the snap fasteners completely loose 
for self-assembly for € 2.50 / piece (from 10 pieces).

We frame your carpets with UV-resistant Object carpet binding
tape (for outside and inside) in a suitable color. There are 7 colors
to choose from. We calculate for the running meter of edging
€ 12.00 (regardless of the shape). 

Create templates
Use sturdy wrapping paper from the roll (please do not use light 
foil or wallpaper, as these will not stay true to size). On request, 
we can provide you with stencil film, width 150 cm from 5.0 
running meters (you can find this on our website under 
accessories). Draw the shapes and cut the stencils 3-4 mm smaller 
all around. The positions of the push buttons are shown below. 
Mark the top on each part as well as the bow and stern. Please 
mark adjacent parts with a continuous line.

If you like our offer, send us the old coverings or the prepared templates.
When sending your old carpets, please note:
•  The carpets must still be true to size (must not be completely warped).
•  The old carpets should still be stable and not fall apart (peeling of the back, fraying of the edges)

If this is no longer guaranteed, please create templates in your own interest, as otherwise we cannot guarantee the accuracy of the fit of the newly made carpets.

To process your request, we absolutely need from you:
•  Specification of the floor covering of your choice (ART-Deluxe, INFINITY, POLI-DECK Classic, MILANO, CARAT or ROMERA),
•  Your full address with telephone number and email address.
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